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CAST OF CHARACTERS

SUBSCRIBER T   
OTHER SUBSCRIBERS 
PROFESSIONAL ACTORS 
NON SUBSCRIBERS 
EmscAD SYSTEMS 
            

The play takes place on a bus as well as on the sidewalk 
at various intersections and bus stops. 

There are the usual video and text screens on the 
buildings, at each bus stop, and on the buses.

A large screen to the left mirrors the screen at the bus 
stop.

SCENE 1: WAITING 

(Lights up : Left)

(BLIP BLEEP)

(Subscriber T stands at the bus stop, looks at the EmscAD 
screen, uses a finger to scroll the screen and reads.)

EMSCAD SYSTEMS

Each play takes place in real time in the real world.

EmscAD Plays are immersive theatrical experiences that 
can take place anywhere people gather, such as on a 
sidewalk outside a coffeeshop, outside a subway or train 
station, in a restaurant, at a bus stop, or in a vehicle. 

(BLIP BLEEP)

Subscribers to the run receive a prompt when they come in 
range of each other. If they are subscribed to the same 
play, the script will launch automatically. If they are 
subscribed to different plays, they will receive 
notifications and an offer to join the same play. Each 
run of the play will depend upon the identity of each of 
the players, the options they select, the specific 
surroundings and other factors such as weather, time of 
day, et cetera 

(BLIP BLEEP)
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The system software is coordinated through the citywide 
wifi network and, provided it does not impinge on 
essential systems or security, has the capability to 
broadcast text, audio, and video through Personal Digital 
Devices and on EmscAD Web Screens throughout the city and 
the public transit system. 

ACTORS: Subscribers may choose to enter plays with (a) 
Professional Actors only (b) Subscribers only (c) both 
Subscribers and Professional Actors.

EmscAD employs 28,000 actors in 19 countries.

(BLIP BLEEP)

Once play begins, the only distinction the system makes 
between Subscribers and Professional Actors is that a 
Subscriber may choose to exit the play at any time while 
a Professional Actor must complete the run once it has 
begun otherwise they will be terminated.  

If a Subscriber exits before a play has been completed, 
they must either re-enter that play before the run 
finishes or forfeit the play. A forfeited play cannot be 
re-subscribed to for at least 10 days. 

(BLIP BLEEP)

TO EXIT A PLAY: A Subscriber may exit at any time by 
pressing the ESC button or 111# or by telling their Tapa 
(Thought Activated Personal Assistant) to pull them out.  

(BLIP BLEEP)

If you enjoy the sample scene provided, just choose 
subscribe now to download and install the system.

Don’t ever be bored on public transit again! Find out 
what happens before your friends! Be someone else for the 
day and have a better time with EmscAD Systems!

Subscribe Now and get 3 RUNS for THE PRICE OF 2!!

Select 3 from the following options:

• Save the World - 9 awesome scenarios to choose from!

• Go Back in Time - when do you want to go?

• Fall in Love - again and again!

• Solve a Mystery - try your Sherlock on!

• Rescue a Someone -or don’t.

• Commit a Crime -you really did it, didn’t you?
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• Get A Surprise - the system analyzes your specific likes 
and metrics and combines these with previous play 
preferences to create something special just for you.

THE SURPRISE - A SPECIAL EMSCAD PREVIEW

JUST FOR YOU!

(BLIP BLEEP)

(Subscriber T looks at their smart phone.)

Msg (EmSys): PLAYER_4119 you have subscribed to EmscAD Play 
SURPRISE_1127. 2 PLAYERS are in range. PRESS 1 to activate, 
PRESS 2 to DECLINE play at this time.

(Subscriber T presses something.)

(BLEEP)

(BLIP BLEEP)

Msg (EmSys): You have activated Play SURPRISE_1127. Please 
select from the following options: Press 1 for a happy 
surprise, Press 2 for a scary surprise, Press 3 for an unhappy 
surprise, press 4 for a sexy surprise, press 5 for a random 
surprise, press 0 to hear the options again.

(Subscriber T presses something.)

(BLEEP BLEEP)

(BLIP BLEEP)

Msg (EmSys): You have selected Play RANDOM SURPRISE_1127. 
Please select from the following options: Press 1 for the 
Extended Script, Press 2 for the Original Script, Press 3 for 
an Abbreviated Script (less than one day), Press 4 for the 
Quick Script(1-2 hours), press 0 to hear the options again.

(Subscriber T presses something.)

(BLEEP)

(BLIP BLEEP)

Msg (EmSys): Thank you for choosing EmscAD. You have selected 
the Original Script. Play RANDOM SURPRISE_1127 has begun. 
There are 2 PLAYERS in range. PLAYER_37 and PLAYER_1728. 
Someone is watching you and someone else has a secret. Your 
role in the BEGINNING is to identify and evade the watcher, 
and try to learn the other player’s secret.

(TING TING)

Msg (P_37): Hi. I’ve seen you before. Do you work near here?
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(Subscriber T looks around furtively and enters something.)

(BLEEP)

(pause)

(TING TING)

Msg (P_37): We’re in the same play. It’s not what I chose for 
today but I’ve seen you before so I decided to change. Is it 
your first time?

(Subscriber T is scrutinizing everyone at the bus stop.)

(TING TING)

Msg (P_37): Hello? Is this working?  Please answer me.

(BLEEP)

Msg (Sr_T): Hi. Sorry. Yes. First time. You?

(TING TING)

Msg (P_37): Nope. I do this at least once every week. Best fun 
I ever had. Maybe you want to get a drink and I can tell you 
about last week. You look like you could use some unwinding.

(Subscriber T looks around nervously.)

(TING TING)

(QUACK)

Msg (P_37): You don’t have to be nervous. I don’t bite. Much. 
There’s a bar across the street. We could go there? 

Msg (P_1728): Hey, what’s your problem? Are you in this or 
what? I left the note in the usual place. Just ask the 
bartender for the key. Don’t forget the tip.

(Subscriber T glances up nervously.)

(TING TING)

Msg (P_37): Has anyone told you before that you smell good? 

(Subscriber T’s looks up sharply and stares directly at the 
person standing closest. Someone else touches Subscriber Ts 
shoulder from behind.)

(QUACK)

(TING TING)

Msg (P_1728): Tell me you’re going to do what you signed up 
for 
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Msg (P_37): Come on? 

(BLEEP)

Msg (Sr_T): No thanks

(TING TING)

(QUACK)

Msg (P_1728): You’ll be smart if you do.

Msg (P_37): Just one drink? 

(BLEEP)

Msg (Sr_T): My bus is here.

  (TING TING)

Msg (P_37): Okay. Too bad. I guess it’s time to go home then. 
Maybe tomorrow?

(Pause) 

 (TING TING)

Msg (P_37): Your shoulders look real tense. Why don’t i give 
you a massage?

(Subscriber T looks startled and bends head intently to fiddle 
with the gadget. )

(_,,,_)

Msg (Sr_T): No.  

(_,,,_)

Msg (Sr_T): No thank you.

  (_,,,_)

Msg (P_37): Okay. As you like.

(_,,,_)

Msg (P_37): Which is your stop?

(Subscriber T shifts uncomfortably and looks around at 
the other people on the bus.)

(_,,,_)

Msg (P_37): I can walk you to the door…
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(_,,,_)

Msg (P_37): We can talk theatre…

(_,,,_)

Msg (P_37): Theatre of the undressed…

(Subscriber T fiddles with the gadget and enters 
something.)

(BLEEEEP)

Msg (EmSys): PLAYER_4119, are you certain you wish to exit 
EmscAD Play SURPRISE_1127 before the play has been completed? 
This is a special preview version. If you exit the play now 
you will not be permitted to re-enter. To continue with this 
play, press 9. If you wish to exit the play, press 111 
followed by the number sign. 

(BLEEEEP)

Msg (EmSys): PLAYER_4119, you have chosen to end the play 
before the run has finished.  Play SURPRISE_1127 is now 
forfeit. You will not be permitted to re-subscribe to Play 
SURPRISE_1127 for at least 10 days. Thank you for choosing 
EmscAD Systems.

 (TING TING)

Msg (EmSys): EmscAD Systems has hundreds of new plays to 
choose from every month. Subscribe Now and get 3 RUNS for THE 
PRICE OF 2!!

(BLEEP)

(BLEEP BLEEP BLEEP 
BLEEP BLEEP BLEEP)

(Subscriber T slips the phone into a pocket and looks 
around the bus nervously.)

(Lights fade: End of play.)
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